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ESG Reporting Repository
User controlled platform for the storage and dissemination of corporate 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) data and reports

Demand is growing for ESG information. Companies are spending an increasing 
amount of time completing multiple questionnaires, answering queries and  
determining what information is important to investors. While companies post ESG 
information on their website, third parties scrape this data with little ability for the 
company to receive feedback on the use of their data and correct any errors.

Equally, investors, financial institutions and other stakeholders are required to visit 
multiple websites to collect company data. This process is manual, inconsistent, 
onerous, error-prone and time consuming. 

IHS Markit has revolutionized ESG data storage and dissemination by centralizing 
access and improving transparency. Our platform provides an efficient, single  
source of user managed ESG information. 

Online registration
Simple registration process with the 
ability to easily add registered users 

Document management
Upload data, reports and links with  
pre-defined document labels directly  
to the repository

Audit log and metrics
Activity tracking of registered users; 
access to metrics on company searches, 
previews and downloads 

Exportable data
Downloadable documents; export 
capability via Excel, SFTP and API 

User defined analysis
Raw data from reports is structured for 
benchmarking using Automation,  
Data Science and AI 

Enhances transparency
Provides central source for ESG-related 
documents and data; offers insight into 
what stakeholders and markets want 
from disclosure

Increases efficiency
Reduces time and effort spent 
distributing or collecting ESG related 
data from various sources

Transforms data
Assembles advanced analytics from 
company- sourced data into easy to 
use formats, including some of the 
most widely known ESG reporting 
formats such as SASB and GRI

Drives participation
Simplifies the process for ESG financial 
disclosure dissemination to maximize 
participation, improve access to data 
and better assess ESG- related risk

Contact us: ESGReportingRepository@ihsmarkit.com or +1-917-441-6668 
Visit our site: www.theESGreporting.com


